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Bio inspired general artificial 
muscle using hybrid of mixed 
electrolysis and fluids chemical 
reaction (HEFR)
Ramin Zakeri1,2* & Reza Zakeri2

One of the issues in the field of soft-robotic systems is that how to create a fast displacement 
mechanism which it operates close to nature. This paper presents a deep study of hybrid of mixed 
electrolysis and fluids chemical reaction (HEFR) method for general applications, considering 
contraction/expansion of a single/multiple (taped) soft bio-inspired actuators in various conditions 
and a practical instance of a moving wing mechanism. This research extends the recent study of 
corresponding author’s team (Zakeri and Zakeri, Deformable airfoil using hybrid of mixed integration 
electrolysis and fluids chemical reaction (HEFR) artificial muscle technique. Sci Rep 11:5497, 2021) 
that previous study concentrated on just single bio actuator in deformable airfoil. This work offers 
a general artificial muscle which it employs the hybrid of mixed electrolysis (electrolysis module 
with 10 mL capacity without any separation of materials such as  O2 or  H2), two fluids for chemical 
reaction (sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3 (s)) and acetic acid (CH3COOH (l))) and also multilayer soft 
skin bags (40 × 30 mm). The analyzed parameters are amount of displacement (contraction/expansion) 
over time (response time), the ratio of output force to total weight and extremely low expense of 
manufacturing. The main results are as follows: the released energy from 1 mL sodium bicarbonate, 
10 mL acetic acid and a 12 V electrolysis module have ability to give a response time less than 1 s 
(25 mm expansion and 4 mm contraction) with 12 W power consumption and also bio actuator can 
easily displace a 250 g object (total weight of components is almost 33 g). Also, it has been shown that 
the response time of mixed electrolysis in the proposed inactive solution (without any fresh chemical 
reaction) will be nine times to pure water. In the active solution (refresh chemical reaction), response 
time of HEFR will be accelerated 2.44 times to pure chemical reaction. By applying the multilayer 
soft skin bags or soft actuators (multi contraction and multi expansion model), a practical movable 
flapping wing has been presented which a full cycle of flapping would take 2 s. The proposed method 
has ability to show a quick response time, without making any noise, very low construction cost and 
practical for general and frequent uses.

Nature has always been the source of inspiration in various sciences. In the field of artificial muscle, mimicking 
from natural contraction of a living muscle will be the best source for achieving the best design and manufactur-
ing of an artificial muscle as well. By studying the physiology of a muscle, it can be seen that a displacement of 
a natural muscle is the series/parallel combinations of filaments/fibers. A filament is a combination of the two 
basic elements myosin and actin, when the myosin moves, it displace the actin which it will cause a contraction 
of muscle  filament1–3. The required energy for such a displacement or contraction of the filament is gained by 
the breaking of a chemical bond that it originates from an electrical signal from a neuron motor. Such a complex 
mechanism ultimately creates a very fast and powerful movement that it will perform very well in complex envi-
ronments, and we can see it in all living  creatures4–10. There are numerous methods for production of displace-
ment which most of them will have serious limitations, including high-power supply, very high weight compared 
to the output power, lack of flexibility at complex  environments11,12.

Swamardika13 used servo motor for manufacturing a mobile robot with a robotic arm and wireless com-
munication. They showed that moving in the different directions was possible but displacement on complex 
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environment requires another approach in this regard. Also, hydraulic and pneumatic methods require at least 
a powerful and high weight pump or compressor which they will clearly make the noise  pollution14–16.

Using Soft robotic, unlike hard robotics, it has taken a closer look at nature to solve this challenge, and 
many researchers have presented different  methods11. One of the applicable methods in soft robotic is dielectric 
elastomer which by changing the electric energy to mechanical work, it has been able to provide a conspicuous 
displacement. Yang et al.17 used the dielectric elastomer as an artificial muscle to provide displacement for mim-
icking a cuttlefish movement. Although these methods such as dielectric elastomer or in general, electroactive 
polymers (EAP) have advantages in terms of low volume or weight but dependency to high voltage, low power 
output, far from natural mechanism, and low total efficiency are the main drawbacks of these  methods18.

Researchers such as Lancia et al.19 suggested especial material which it is affected from lighting energy. Base 
on this material, lighting energy changes to mechanical energy and movements of molecular machines occur in 
micro-scale. This method, considering the low weight of the mechanism, this method has disadvantages such as 
output force is extremely low (mN) and the response time is so high. Schaffner et al.20 used the seamless fabrica-
tion of pneumatic silicone actuators which actuators can provide suitable displacement. Compressing air is an 
essential for inflation which dependency to high power compressor is a drawback of this type of methods. Miriyev 
et al.21 applied the self-contained electrically driven soft actuators which they used shape memory alloys. This 
method also needs high voltage and contraction over time is so slow. Recently,  Keplinger22–24 applied new method, 
called HASEL, by combination of electrostatic actuators and hydraulic effect of fluid, the conspicuous displace-
ment has been reported in short period of time while the need for high voltage is an essential for this technique.

Considering the natural mechanisms, the use of chemical materials and stimulation of electrical signal are 
an integral part of such  mechanisms1,2.  Martinez25, for the first time, applied chemical reaction of glucose and 
oxygen to produce energy and these materials could move an artificial muscle. It has been shown that the chemi-
cal compound has enough potential for generating electricity like a battery, which generated electricity can be 
used for moving an electro active polymer muscle. Except the restrictions of EAP was mentioned earlier, based 
on the nature, chemical energy should be directly changed potential energy of materials into mechanical energy 
and development of the presented mechanism should be performed. The Fluid-driven origami-inspired artifi-
cial muscles is a proper mechanism which fluid pressure is directly changed into mechanical work by air bags, 
however dependency to high pressure compressor is still a disadvantages of this  method26.

Also, the materials-based actuators by the charge injection have high performance, for example,  Wu27 applied 
the phosphorene electromechanical actuators which this method enjoys the high volumetric work density (three 
orders of magnitude larger than natural muscle).  Wu28 also used  Ti2C MXene which this material can be applied 
for high-performance nanoelectromechanical actuators. High-Performance Graphene Oxide Electromechanical 
Actuators is another material—based method which it can provides high  strain29. These methods are so interest-
ing method but they are applicable more in nano/micro scale and more investigation for practical cases would 
be necessary in industrial macro scale.

Inspired by nature as a complete reference,  Zakeri30 in previous study, introduced HEFR (Hybrid of Mixed 
Electrolysis and Fluids Chemical Reaction) technique for the first time to provide a deformable airfoil. In this 
study, some main criteria for presenting a general artificial muscle (HEFR) with considerable displacement and 
short response time have been considered including effect of different electrolytes, response time, ratio of output 
force to total weight, lightness and mimicking the part of mechanism from nature to lead a new study for single 
soft actuator, multiple soft actuators (taped actuators) and this approach apply for a moving wing mechanism.

Results and discussion
According to the introduction, one of the drawbacks of the existing methods is that the available mechanisms 
are not close to the natural muscle, thus some aspects of mentioned methods such as displacement in proper 
response time under loading condition, ratio of output force to total weight have lower efficiency compared to 
natural muscles. In this section, the mechanism of a natural muscle presents first explicitly and then the proposed 
artificial muscle mechanism is expressed for practical uses. In the next sections, we will test the proposed artificial 
muscle or HEFR and examine single soft actuator in different modes. Then, the results will be developed into 
multiple (taped) soft actuators or multiple artificial myosins which they can be developed for general applications 
and finally the movement of a flapping wings will be investigated based on the obtained results from previous 
sections as a practical application of proposed method.

Principle of natural muscle contraction and proposed HEFR model. The contraction of a muscle 
is done by thin strands, called fibers, and each fiber is made up of smaller fibers or filaments. One of the most 
respected theories of biology in the field of filament contraction performance is sliding filament theory. Accord-
ing to this valid theory, muscle contraction is attributed to two members including myosin and actin. The wave 
motion of the myosin will cause sliding movement of actin. The mechanism of this contractile action is that 
first the signal from the motor neuron (called action potential) will release calcium ion from the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum which not only does it provide the binding sites on actin for myosin but also it stimulates myosin by 
changing ATP (Adenosine tri-phosphate) to ADP (Adenosine diphosphate) and as a result, myosin will move 
and bind to actin (called cross bridge) and motion of myosin can pull the actin for contraction purpose. In order 
to relax the muscle, calcium return to the sarcoplasmic reticulum, then myosin moves to its original position 
(broken the cross bridge), and actin will lose its contractile state and strength.

The presented method in this paper is based on part of the natural process. Natural contraction of myosin will 
be achieved by releasing calcium ions and stimulating myosin to convert chemical energy to mechanical energy 
and displacement will be formed. According to Fig. 1, the energy source for the movement of the soft actuator 
is due to hybrid of chemical reaction and the electrolysis of the fluids. It is shown that the combination of these 
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two effects provide a very powerful and desirable movement. Then, the released energy is directed to the high 
pressure fluid collection bag or soft actuator to create contraction by the swollen operation. In this paper, three 
test cases including single fluid collection bag (soft actuator), multiple fluid collection bags (soft actuators) and 
a moving wings mechanism are considered respectively.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, inside of soft actuator or fluid collection bag, which is inspired by motion of natural 
myosin, the thin artificial myosin moves in form of wave motion and its motion will be changed to swelling 
action by two protective soft and thick rubber layers. Contraction of soft actuator from one side and expansion 
from another side provide a significant displacement which response time and produced power depend on entry 
energy into soft actuator and also total displacement can be multiple using multi-soft actuators. Thus, soft actua-
tor consists of several layers with different flexibility to safely collect fluid under pressure, respectively, the inner 
layer is very thin and impermeable, and the middle layer is thin but with high strength and the outer layer is very 
strong and thick. The bonding several coating layers can increase their resistance against any leakage because 
fluid pressure in actuator is enough high. In order to release the muscle, the compressed fluid is discharged from 
bags or soft actuators and they return to their original position and the artificial filament is released, which it is 
equivalent to the release of the natural filament.

Figure 3 shows the experimental equipment for handling this research and dependency between differ-
ent parts was illustrated in Fig. 1. The potential energy in materials are changed to chemical energy by two 
mechanisms of electrolysis and chemical reaction. The chemical reaction is a combination of sodium bicar-
bonate (NaHCO3 (s)) and acetic acid (CH3COOH (l)) which according to the chemical equation of NaHCO3 
(s) + CH3COOH (l) → CO2 (g) + H2O (l) + Na + (aq) + CH3COO- (aq), will cause the release of a large amount 
of carbon dioxide  gas31. The electrolysis mechanism also consists of two simple metal (iron) electrodes. The 
reason for the simplicity of these two electrodes would be because of the low cost and the possibility of easily 
replacing them. Also, the air pump is used to pressurize the acetic acid reservoir and discharge into electrolysis 
module. In the floor of the electrolysis module, it is possible to inject the sodium bicarbonate which it will cause 
the mentioned chemical reaction. High pressure produced gases (combination of gases from ion and cathode 
electrodes, called mixed electrolysis) enter the actuation section. Three types of actuators are considered for 
HEFR mechanism including (Fig. 3):

Figure 1.  Proposed model for HEFR (hybrid of mixed electrolysis and fluids chemical reaction) artificial 
muscle. Single soft actuator (A) for achieving a single contraction/expansion, multiple soft actuators (B) for 
having higher contraction/expansion and multiple reciprocating soft actuators (C) for forming reciprocating 
motion.
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• A fluid collection bag with different layers which it performs as a soft actuator to study the behavior of 
response time in different states including pure electrolysis for different solutions, pure chemical reaction 
and hybrid of electrolysis and chemical reaction.

•  Taped soft actuators or multiples contraction artificial muscles (fluid collection bags) has been employed 
for providing large displacement (contraction or expansion) which the performance will be investigated by 
contraction muscle tester which it is explained in next section.

• Reciprocating movable wings designed and built from a combination of two sets of taped soft actuators which 
they are opposite each other for providing reciprocating motion.

Volume changes of single soft actuator. Before emphasizing on the application of this method, the 
performance of soft actuator in different cases should be investigated for finding the response time, power con-
sumption and output force to weight ratio. Our aim is that the swelling rate of fluid collection bag or bags (soft 
actuator) should be determined for different modes. The modes include pure electrolysis, pure chemical reac-
tion and combination of them. From electrolysis aspect in Fig. 4, different volumes of discharged gases from 
decomposition of molecular bonds can be clearly detected by comparison of four different electrolyte solutions 
in electrolysis process including pure water, pure acetic acid, inactive acetic acid and sodium bicarbonate and 
active mode of them. The volume of discharged gases can surly influence on response time, therefore, the effect 
of three modes are studied including pure electrolysis (for different solutions including water and acetic acid), 
pure the chemical reaction (acetic acid and sodium bicarbonate) and the hybrid model of mixed electrolysis with 
inactive/active chemical reactions. Please note that our purpose from inactive/active chemical reaction is that 
in inactive state, mixing a little amount of sodium bicarbonate (1 mL) with acetic acid are carried out and the 
solution should have sufficient rest for several minutes but in active chemical reactions mode, a little amount of 
sodium bicarbonate with acetic acid are mixed and immediately solution should be used for achieving proper 
displacement in short time. The behaviors of these states are presented in the following sections, respectively.

Swelling of soft actuator by pure electrolysis. In this section, we examine the effect of pure mixed electrolysis 
(without any separation between oxygen and hydrogen) of several substances that they would produce gas com-
pounds in electrolysis process and it will eventually cause swelling of soft actuator (air bag). Due to inflation of 

Figure 2.  Soft actuator construction and inflation of artificial muscle. Different layers of soft actuator including 
thin and thick layers (A) and changing the wave motion of artificial myosin to expansion/contraction (B).
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Figure 3.  Experimental set up of HEFR (hybrid of mixed electrolysis and fluids chemical reaction) including 
air pump for pressurization of the acetic acid reservoir (A), mixed electrolysis module/chemical reaction tank 
(B) for swelling of soft actuator, contraction muscle tester for testing of soft actuator behavior (C), single soft 
actuator (D), multiple soft actuators (E) and moving wing which convert pressurized fluid into mechanical 
motion (F).

Figure 4.  Comparison of electrolysis of different electrolyte solution (water, acetic acid, inactive mode and 
active mode of acetic acid and sodium bicarbonate) and volume of produced gases.
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soft actuator eventually leads to displacement over time for the inactive mode of sodium bicarbonate with acetic 
acid as shown in Fig. 5. Also, in mentioned figure, total displacement for a soft actuator from contraction aspect 
is 4 mm and expansion (swelling) is 20 mm. Response time, power consumption and output force to total weight 
ratio completely depend on voltage and electrolyte solution. The optical method as mentioned in the “Principle 
of natural muscle contraction and proposed HEFR model” was used with accuracy of 1 mm for swelling meas-
urement.

Initially, water electrolysis was used to create displacement in a soft actuator. The geometrical characteristics 
of the electrolysis module and the soft actuator are given in Table 1. Figure 6 (A) illustrates the behavioral trend 
of displacement–time changes for pure water and artificial muscle displacement has been recorded for 12 V and 
current consumption of 0.02 A. The volume changes in pure electrolysis mode is very slow and non-functional. 
After about 9 min, a cell (soft actuator) moved just 20 mm. In general for water test case, although by increasing of 
voltage, the current consumption will raise, but such the results cannot be applied to a functional artificial muscle 
due to long electrolysis process (weak displacement). Thus, response time is so slow (9 min), power consumption 
is so low (0.24 Watt) and this experiment cannot be a practical sample for artificial muscle test case obviously.

The reason for this slow decomposition process is that the strong bond between hydrogen and oxygen is not 
suitable for such decomposition with this low relative voltage. There is a non-linear trend which the total rate of 
produced mixed gases are increased due to raising the temperature of water but the process is still so slow. Also, 
although by increasing the voltage and consequently current will cause the response time becoming shorter but 
the work efficiency decreases significantly. To further investigate the effect of materials for decomposition in 
Fig. 6A, the acetic acid is applied since the bond between hydrogen and oxygen in this material is weaker, the 
decomposition is also faster and the volume of released gases will be higher. Conversely, the volume of the cell 
will change faster and non-linear trend is achieved faster rather than pure water. According to the same diagram, 
the same displacement of 20 mm has been obtained in about 3 min considering higher current value (0.35 A) 
but compared to nature, the results are still undesirable because the swelling process is still so slow. Thus, as 
results of the response time (3 min) and power consumption (4.2 W), electrolysis improvement for artificial 
muscle application is vital.

In the previous two cases, the test was not performed in lower voltage because the results were not proper for 
artificial muscle. The materials with weaker molecules bond will accelerate the reaction and consequently stronger 
electrolysis. Adding the little amount of sodium bicarbonate substance with acetic acid, considering this solu-
tion should be put to rest for a few minutes, consequently electrolysis process will have a very significant results. 
Using the mentioned solution at voltage of 12 V and 0.09 A (1.08 W), a displacement of about 2 cm is obtained 
in less than 17 s in mentioned Fig. 5. In other words, the response time not only improve to 90% compared to 
previous test case but also, the power consumption conspicuously decreases around 74%.

Also, for the inactive mode of sodium bicarbonate with acetic acid in lower voltage (3, 6 and 9 V), the experi-
ments were repeated as shown in Fig. 6B. At lower voltages, the time has increased to some extent, and at the 
lowest voltages, 3 V and current consumption of 0.05 about 60 s are needed to provide proper displacement. 
From the results of this article and Fig. 6C, it can be reported that the use of the proposed solution will improve 
the electrolysis process for artificial muscle applications.

Swelling of soft actuator by mixed electrolysis and active chemical reaction. From the previous section, the inac-
tive mode of mentioned solution has faster response than electrolysis of pure substance. It is clear that produced 
gas can affect on contraction/expansion of artificial muscle, thus, the effect of pure chemical reaction, hybrid 
model of electrolysis and fluid chemical reaction (HEFR) should be compared together. At the first, pure chemi-
cal reaction is studied in two statuses:

In this case, two substances including acetic acid and sodium bicarbonate are combined and the outlet valve is 
opened and after one minute the valve is closed and we will not have any result or displacement. In other words, 
the volume of produced gases after one minute are very small and cannot change volume of bags. It should be 
noted that the effect of electrolysis has not been used in this experiment. In the next experiment, the gas outlet 
valve is completely closed and with the entry of the acetic acid and sodium bicarbonate in less than a second, 
a strong reaction is performed and a displacement of 20 mm is created as shown in Fig. 7A. It should be noted 
that such an unsteady reaction occurred immediately and stopped after a short time, and re-production of this 
reaction would reduce the final efficiency because we have to consume a lot of chemical materials.

Combination of electrolysis and chemical reaction can solve mentioned problem from two aspects. Due to 
mixing the materials, the bond between atoms become so weak and it has desirable potential for electrolysis pro-
cess. Beside the short response time, the power consumption of electrolysis process is lower that acetic acid. It is 
easy to conclude that the combination of the two methods will have a very significant result, considering the entry 
of small amounts of chemicals, and electrolysis of materials is a powerful and continuous process that it does 
not need any fresh chemical reaction. Also it enjoys shorter response time compared to a slow pure materials.

From another aspect, extremely quick response time will be possible by hybrid effect of active chemical reac-
tion and electrolysis as an unsteady and fast mode. Figure 7A shows a rapid change, less than 0.5 s in 12 V and 
around 1 A current consumption, which highly nonlinear trend occurs in initial time of reaction. It is clear that 
this method presents a proper method for rapid and strong displacement of artificial muscle. Also, in Fig. 7B, bar 
chart of comparison of pure chemical reaction, inactive mode of electrolysis, and HEFR are depicted which fast 
response time of less than 0.5 s and power consumption of almost 12 W for a single soft actuator are reported 
by HEFR method.

Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that for rapid and powerful instantaneous contraction or 
expansion, the active hybrid method (with consuming the chemical materials) is a proper choice and the use 
of the inactive hybrid mode (without consuming the chemical materials) can be used to achieve contraction or 
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Figure 5.  Volume changes of artificial muscle over time using pure electrolysis of inactive solution of sodium 
bicarbonate with acetic acid (inactive mode) in constant voltage 12 V.
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expansion with a lower rate. In order to increase the displacement, it is necessary to present a new and practical 
method, which will be explained in the next section.

Contraction of multiple soft actuators. For forming larger contraction or expansion, the number of 
soft actuators should be increased parallel/series (greater output power/displacement) for achieving a strong 
artificial muscle. Based on the Fig. 8, the contraction displacement has been increased to 12 mm by connection 
of three soft actuators or a taped muscle which each of them has an expansion of 20 mm, and more expansion 
can obviously be obtained considering different applications. In the Fig. 8, swelling of a multiple soft actuator, 
is shown for an inactive hybrid model (12 V). To increase uniformity in swelling of three soft actuators, three 
separate thin pipes, which are connected parallel to one pipe, is used to enhance uniformity of pressure distribu-
tion in soft actuators. As it can be seen in Fig. 8, contraction of inactive solution has taken about a 44 s for pure 

Table 1.  Characteristics of electrolysis module and the soft actuator.

Characteristics Mixed electrolysis Characteristics Actuator

Size (cylinder) 18 (mm) × 65 (mm) Size (single) 30  × 40 × 4 (mm)

Electrode size (cylinder) 15 mm × 1.5 (mm) Size (multiple contraction) 30  × 120 × 4 (mm)

Voltage 3–12 (V) Size (multiple expansion) 30  × 40 × 12 (mm)

Current 0.01–1 (A) Displacement (single) 20 (expansion) × 4 (contraction) 
(mm)

Ratio of sodium bicarbonate to acetic 
acid 1/10 Displacement (multiple contraction) 20 (expansion) × 12 (contraction) 

(mm)

Distance between electrodes 1 (mm) Displacement (multiple expansion) 60 (expansion) × 4 (contraction) 
(mm)
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Figure 6.  Pure electrolysis of different electrolyte solutions and expansion of soft actuator volume over time. 
Comparison of displacement-response time and current consumption of pure water, pure acetic acid at 12 V 
(A), inactive solution of sodium bicarbonate and acetic acid (inactive mode) at 12, 9, 6, 3 V (B) and bar chart of 
power consumption and response time of single actuator for different electrolytes (C).
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electrolysis, this time will be reduced if the active mode is applied. The results of this study are compared in the 
state of inactive hybrid, active hybrid (HEFR) and pure chemical reaction models in the Fig. 9. The active mode 
provides rapid contraction/expansion approximately 2.44 times quicker than pure chemical reaction. The HEFR 
active hybrid method gives fast nonlinear trend at the start of reaction and amount of current consumption will 
raise around 6 times compared to pure electrolysis. It can be concluded that the active model is very suitable 
for immediate and powerful contraction (or expansion) for a quick start. Also, the passive model lack of high 
response time but mentioned method does not need new chemical composition. Using different modes depend 
on desired applications.

To demonstrate ability of HEFR artificial muscle, soft actuator tester mechanism in Fig. 10 is used for measur-
ing response time of soft actuator under loading condition of 205 g (total weight). Soft actuator or myosin tester 
mechanism consists of sliding mechanism and net weight of sliding section is 125 g. By contraction of multiple 
soft actuators, the slide mechanism is displaced which is measured by the optical counter sensor (increasing 
encoder). For this test, weights of 125 g (weight of slide section), 205, 250 and 500 g were used and results of 
displacement over time are depicted in Fig. 11. Two test cases are considered including active hybrid method 
and pure chemical method. The response time of HEFR would be more than two times to pure chemical reaction 
which this fast reaction is obtained by consuming almost 12 W electricity. It is noteworthy that the total weight 
of the system is 33 g and the ratio of output power to weight is 7.5 times. By increasing loading condition, the 
nonlinear trend disappear and slow and linear trend will be govern on displacement.

Movable wings by multiple expansion of soft actuators. Based on the previous section, we can 
develop this achievement in various and general applications, which in this section for example, we used HEFR 
method in a practical example for moving of a pair of wings. This mechanism uses a flexible diaphragm and the 
lifting operation is performed by a set of a taped artificial muscle that it consists of three separate soft actuators. 
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They are folded on top of each other to increase the expansion operation. Such a mentioned mechanism is used 
to provide the opposite displacement direction which it situates below the diaphragm. In nature also such as 
proposed mechanism, one muscle is responsible for moving to one side, and another muscle is used to return to 
original position.

Figure 12 shows the wingspan in both the up and down motion, and Fig. 13 shows the details of the artificial 
muscle movement. In this test, the active mode (electrolysis and chemical reaction simultaneously) is used, and 
in spite of all the friction between the hinges and the required torque of the wing in the model, less than 2 s will 
take for 25 mm displacement in upward direction. Also, this process will be repeated in the vice versa direction 
(Fig. 12). The power consumption for mentioned reciprocating action is almost 12.6 W. Figure 13 shows the 
trend of motion process (direction up and down) over time for the active and the pure chemical reaction model. 
As can be seen, the response time of HEFR technique almost 2.2 times quicker than pure chemical reaction. If 
it would be necessary, the inactive model can also be used for slower movement.

By examining the present results, it can be concluded that the HEFR method has the ability to contract or 
expand in the proper response time, despite the resistant forces. In general, HEFR uses a combination of chemi-
cals and electrical stimulation similar to real muscle. For comparing the present results with other methods, two 
criteria are considered including swelling ratio and response time in Figs. 14 and 15. By examining the present 
diagram, the results and two important criteria of the present method have been placed in a suitable position in 
comparison with the other methods and the superiority of the present method in Table 2 has been presented. It 
can be concluded that the HEFR method can be used in various applications.

Materials and methods
In this study, in order to fabric an HEFR artificial muscle that contraction or expansion is resulted from the 
combined electrolysis of fluids as well as their chemical reaction, the fabrication operation was divided into 
three general parts:

• Making soft actuator: two main criteria are considered in the manufacturing including lack of leakage in 
high pressure and designing the mechanism close to natural muscle. For fulfilling the first criteria, the three 
main materials for manufacturing are applied which a thin layer of nylon plastic (made of nylon polyEthylene 
(PE) materials with thickness of 85 microns (0.085 mm)) is considered for avoiding any leakage, also, a thin 
protective layer of ordinary adhesive tape is used for preventing any rupturing of the mentioned thin layer 
and a thick protective layer of thin rubber (polyvinylidene fluoride with thickness of 1 mm) is employed for 

Figure 8.  Swelling of artificial multiple soft actuator over time for the inactive mode in 12 V.
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forbidding any tearing of thin layers. Also, based on the myosin motion in natural muscle, in this research, 
the thin protective layer is folded from the middle to turn the wave motion into an inflating motion and it 
provides a displacement which the momentum will be transferred to solid structure.

  The method of construction is that the thin layer or nylon plastic (PE) is cut and pressed by the heating 
element in the form of a sealed small bag (15 × 50 mm), then it is protected by the next thin layer. The present 
strip should be folded from the middle. Then the tape is inserted into thick cover or thin rubber (polyvi-
nylidene fluoride). Thick cover is cut as a cylindrical form in dimensions of 40 (length) × 30 (diameter) mm. 
It should be noted that the ends of the thin layers is connected to the fluid transfer line and it should be glued 
very well with the waterproof adhesive. For attaching more soft actuators, it is enough to be connected to the 
cells by pinstripe tape.

• Fabrication of force module: it includes an electrolysis module and inlet port for injection of chemical mate-
rials. The electrodes are a simple double iron cylindrical blade with radius of 1.5 mm and height of 20 mm 
that they are inexpensive and easy to replace in the case of corrosion. Maximum capacity for electrolysis tank 
is 20 mL. All of the fluid lines are rubber lines with diameter of 5 mm. The chemicals materials are sodium 
bicarbonate (NaHCO3 (s)) and acetic acid (CH3COOH (l)) as the reactive fluids that enough pressure is 
generated for contraction and expansion operations. The maximum rate of acetic acid injection on sodium 
bicarbonate is 1 mL/s.

  The construction method is such that the chamber is prepared in the size of 20 ml and two metal blades 
with a distance of 1 mm are carefully installed. Note that the wiring and connection of the blade must be done 
with the utmost care and heat-resistant adhesive must be used, because the temperature in the chamber has 
risen somewhat and if there is at the least amount of leakage, the whole compression process will be released. 
There must also be a chamber on one side to the fluid inlet, and one side should be the outlet. The pressure 
relief system also includes a servo motor model SG-90 which it moves by taking command and the pressure 
chamber will be released. The diameter of all lines is 5 mm.

• Building the laboratory models: a soft actuator tester mechanism is built for investigation of soft actuator 
behavior on the different loading conditions. The soft actuator tester consists of a sliding testing mechanism 
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Figure 9.  Comparison of the different displacement–time of soft actuators for chemical reaction (CR), 
electrolysis (EL) and Hybrid (CR + EL) modes (A) and bar chart of power consumption and response time of 
multiple actuators for different modes (B).
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which the slide will be moved up by swelling of soft actuator and the optic sensor will count the bright spots 
(linear encoder: opto counter, LM393 and AVR-8mega microchip), using 1 mm shift between each bright spot 
on the dark strip, optic sensor can calculate the displacement. Also, the moving wing mechanism consists of 

Figure 10.  Swelling of artificial multiple soft actuators over time considering loading condition (205 g).
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two flexible aluminum wings with span 940 mm that are connected to each other in the center by a flexible 
diaphragm. The distance between each hinge to center of diaphragm is 55 mm. This material also uses for 
attaching the two wings at center. The material for attaching the wing to hinge, which should have enough 
flexibility for flapping action, is Otto Seal Aquarium Silicone S28. At the top and bottom of the diaphragm, 
there are several folded multiple soft actuator and a thin protective adhesive layer is used for the jointing the 
soft actuator which the construction process was explained.

Conclusion
In this study, method of HEFR (Hybrid of Mixed Electrolysis and Fluids Chemical Reaction) artificial muscle 
was presented, which this method used the combination of released energy from chemical reaction of sodium 
bicarbonate and acetic acid as well as the released energy caused by the electrolysis of the mentioned electrolyte 
solution, thus the energy, as gas pressure, entered the soft actuator. Soft actuator to be able applicable for general 
purpose, was presented in three forms: single cell, multiple contraction cells, and several expansion cells. The 
main achievement are listed as follows:

• The response time of single soft actuator for HEFR mode was so quick (less than 1 s) and power consumption, 
considering electrolysis module in this experiment, was almost 12 Watt. This method had ability to provide 
25 mm displacement for flapping wings test case in 2.2 s.

• The contraction model of several soft actuators in HEFR mode was tested under different load conditions, 
and for the geometry and conditions which were used in this study, the weight of less than 33 gr for a soft 
taped actuators in the active mode provided a suitable response time of less than 2 s.

• The pure chemical reaction had the second place from short response time aspect (2.2 times slower than 
HEFR)

• Also, it had been shown that although the hybrid of electrolysis with active fluid chemical reaction had a very 
short response time, but it required a fresh chemical reaction, while the inactive chemical reaction mode of 
electrolysis had a longer response time and it did not require a new chemical reaction.

It can be concluded that the HEFR artificial muscle has the ability to contract or expand with the appropriate 
response time and it can have desired output force for various applications of soft robotics.
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Figure 11.  Comparison of the different response time of proposed hybrid of chemical reaction and electrolysis 
artificial muscle (CR + EL) and pure chemical reaction (CR) under different loading condition.

Figure 12.  Moveable wings (upward and downward) using HEFR artificial muscles technique.
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Figure 13.  Displacement of the diaphragm over time using two sets of soft actuators up (A) and down (B) 
directions in HEFR mode.
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Figure 15.  Comparison of HEFR with other methods from average swelling ration aspect (A) and average 
response time (B).
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